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Carbon Footprint: what are we talking about?

Energy efficiency also means being aware of
our impact on the planet, in order to reduce it
and learn new ways to be more efficient.
Carbon Footprint measures the total
greenhouse gas emissions caused directly
and indirectly by a person, a service, an
organisation, an event or a product, generally
expressed in tons of C02 equivalent.

No mandatory EU rules exist for calculating
carbon footprints even if some international
standards are available (GreenHouse Gas
(GHG) Protocol).

https://ghgprotocol.org/


There are different kinds of CF that you can calculate.
As partners of the EEExpert project, we have to perform two
kinds of CF calculation

Carbon Footprint: what are we talking about?

Project Activities
Carbon Footprint

Partnership
Carbon Footprint



IO3 design will take into consideration the carbon footprint of its development and exploitation

P-Learning has to perform the first calculation of partnership Carbon Footprint
and suggest actions to reduce environmental impact.

POLITO (as Leader Partner) has to perform CFC on project’s activities every six months

Every time we organize an event, we have to perform a CFC. The partner that organizes
the event perform the CFC. (Multiplier event, Transnational Project Meting, LLTA…)

The Carbon footprint calculation will be taken into consideration in the designing of training
methodology and content. In this way, EEE will transfer sustainable knowledge to the users in a
more sustainable way.

WP5: IO3 - Interactive
Maps and Tools

 General 

 When  How

WP4: IO2 – Training
course

WP1 – Project
management

WP2 – Communication
and Dissemination 

Carbon Footprint calculation in the EEE project



About organizations
involved in the

partnership

EEE Partnership Carbon Footprint

To perform the partnership CF,
that is the CF of the

partnership not specific for the
activity related to the EEE

Project, we decided to use 3
different calculators to have a

deep understanding of our
carbon footprint: 2 as

organizations and 1 as
individuals.

What has been done?

About individuals
involved in the project

(15 partnership members)

(6 companies for 1.165 FTE)



Ecological footprint
An ecological footprint is the impact

of a person or community on the
environment, expressed as the

amount of land and sea required to
support their use of natural

resources. 

Carbon footprint
A carbon footprint deals with
resource usage but focuses strictly
on the greenhouse gases released
due to the burning of fossil fuels.
Greenhouse gas calculations make
up a portion of an ecological
footprint but are not used in the
same way as those in a carbon
footprint. Both calculations
illustrate the impact of human
activity on the environment. 

Understanding concepts...



Diving into data*...

*Data gathered imagining a pre-covid situation



Earth overshoot day

Earth Overshoot Day marks the date when humanity’s demand for ecological resources
and services in a given year exceeds what Earth can regenerate in that year. To
determine the date of Earth Overshoot Day, Global Footprint Network calculates the
number of days that Earth’s biocapacity can provide for humanity’s Ecological Footprint.

The result of global data and
analyzed factors concluded

that Global Earth Overshoot
Day 2021 lands on July 29. 

The average value of the results of the Global
Footprint Network calculator performed by the
15 people of the partnership concluded that, if
the world population would live like the EEE
partnership, Earth Overshoot Day 2021 landed
on April 15.



Earth overshoot day

....or numbers of earths?
Earth overshoot day can be

read as how many earths do
we need to fulfil our lifestyle

necessities. 
Humans use as many

resources as if we lived on
1.7 Earths. EEE partnership

members use as many
resources as if we lived on

3.6 Earths!

values of the country's population



A biocapacity deficit is the difference between
how much a country consume compared to how
much its ecosystem can renew. A reserve is the

opposite: the biocapacity is larger than the
country's Footprint.

The GLOBAL HECTARE (gha) corresponds to one hectare of productive space with productivity equal
to the world average calculated for biologically productive lands and waters.



Ecological footprint of the EEE partnership members

BY CONSUMPTION CATEGORIES 
 

1,3 ghaFOOD
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1,4 gha

1,1 gha
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1 gha
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ECOLOGICAL
FOOTPRINT
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5,8
A person’s Ecological Footprint includes
both personal and societal impacts. The
Footprint associated with food, mobility,

and goods is easier for you to directly
influence through lifestyle choices.
However, a person’s Footprint also

includes societal impacts or “services,”
such as government assistance, roads

and infrastructure, public services, and
the country's military. All citizens are

allocated their share of these societal
impacts.

EEE PARTNERSHIP
MEMBERS



CARBON FOOTPRINT
3,5 gha 10,2 t CO2 e

FISHING GROUNDS
0,1 gha

BUILT-UP LAND
0,2 gha

CROPLAND
1,2 gha

FOREST PRODUCTS
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GRAZING LAND
0,1 gha

BY LAND TYPE

Ecological footprint of the EEE partnership members

The Ecological
Footprint tracks the

use of productive
surface areas.

Typically these areas
are: cropland, grazing
land, fishing grounds,

built-up land, forest
area, and carbon
demand on land
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A carbon footprint is
the total greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions

caused by an
individual, event,

organization, service,
place or product,

expressed as carbon
dioxide equivalent.

ENERGY
1.235 t CO2 e

MOBILITY
8.330 t CO2 e

MATERIAL AND WASTE
940 t CO2 e

BOARD
820 t CO2 e

11.325* 
 t CO2 e

Carbon footprint of the EEE partnership organizations

*Total related to 1.165 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) from the six partners institutions

74%

8%

11%

2%

4%

2%

7%



11.325 
t CO2 e

as  much ton of  CO2 eq a s  10  f l ight s  London-NewYork

 1.165/ = 9,7
t CO2 e / FTE

ENERGY
1,1 t CO2 e

MOBILITY
7,21 t CO2 e

MATERIAL AND WASTE
0,8 t CO2 e

BOARD
0,7 t CO2 e

FTE

1 FTE values

Carbon footprint of the EEE partnership organizations

74%

8%

11%

2%

4%

7%

How many trees does it need to
absorb 9,7 tCO2e?

 

Approximately 257 if located in a
forest. More than 600 if in an

urban environment. 



How much trees do we need?

It is estimated that a standard pine tree, with 45ft of the usable trunk and a
diameter of eight inches, will produce around 10,000 sheets of paper. To
consider this in another way, one ream of paper (which is 500 sheets) will use
5% of a tree. Using only 5% of a tree for a ream of paper may seem like a small
amount, but when you consider the number of boxes of paper that offices use
on a regular basis it quickly added up.

https://ribble-pack.co.uk/blog/much-paper-comes-one-tree

EEE Partnership organizations consume:
 638.000 papers/year = 64 trees/year



Focusing on ICT...

As virtual relations are not tangible, we are led to believe that they
do not generate impact on the planet. With the ICT carbon footprint
calculator we can detect both our footprint related to energy
consumption in virtual activities 
and technological equipment.

IT EQUIPMENT &
IT RELATED

CONSUMABLES

INTERNAL DATA
MANAGEMENT &

COMPUTING

EXTERNAL DATA
MANAGEMENT &

COMPUTING

 t CO2 e  t CO2 e  t CO2 e
3 3 8 1 0 9 3

 t CO2 e  t CO2 e  t CO2 e
0 , 2 9 0  0 , 0 9 3  0 , 0 0 2

TOTAL*

1 FTE

Carbon footprint of the EEE partnership organizations

*Total related to 1165 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) from the six partners institutions

 25 urban trees
are approximately
needed to absorb

0.385 t CO2 e



0,96g of CO2 is produced every time someone visits the project web
page. 

114.72kg of CO2 equivalent in one year
The same weight as 0.76 sumo wrestlers and as much
CO2 as boiling water for 15,544 cups of tea.

6 trees
Our web page emits the amount of carbon that 6 trees
absorb in a year.

What's about EEExpert website?

https://eeexpert-project.eu/



What can we do?



The importance of word of mouth…

We know that if, like individuals, we change our habits is just a small step. But we need to
remember that our habits are addressing firms’ choices. That’s why, as consumers, we
need to be aware of products in order to decide conscientiously. 
As well is important to be aware of our impact on the planet and share instruments that
create awareness.
Suggest using the individual calculator for carbon footprint to make awareness around
you. Imagine if everyone involved in this project share the tools used to calculate his own
Footprint to 5 people. We would reach 75 people! Now imagine if 75 people share the
tools with other 5 people: 375 people reached! And so on.
Word of mouth is one of the strengths of humans: use it!



Food

Over 1/3 of all food produced globally goes to waste.
The annual value of food wasted globally is $1 trillion, and it weighs 1.3 billion tonnes.
All the world’s nearly one billion hungry people could be fed on less than a quarter of the food that is wasted
in the US, UK and Europe.
An area larger than China is used to grow food that is never eaten.
25% of the world’s fresh water supply is used to grow food that is never eaten.
If food waste were a country it would be the 3rd largest emitter of greenhouse gases (after China & the USA).
Reducing food waste is the #1 solution to the climate crisis, according to Project Drawdown – coming above
electric cars, solar power and plant-based diets.
In most developed countries, over half of all food waste takes place in the home.
In the home food waste is worth £700 per year to the average UK family ($2,275 in the USA), which collectively
adds up to £14 billion per year.
2.3 billion people are joining the planet by 2050 – this will require a 60-70% increase in global food
production. Or we can just stop throwing away our food!

Quick facts: 

Source https://olioex.com/food-waste/food-waste-facts/



Adopt a healthier, more sustainable diet;
Buy only what you need;
Do the shopping list;

Cluster the shopping list to oversee the choices;
Buy less but with more quality;
Check the list while shopping;
Understand food labelling;

Love your leftovers: plan what you are going to eat during the week and
remember that leftovers are resources.

Making food shopping is important. Do we think about it? Even if we know
the impact of our decisions, we continue to buy things just because we
want them or we think is important to eat them. How many times did you
buy tomatoes during the winter? Do you check where the products come
from? 
Here are few things it could be good to underline to make good food
shopping:

Food

App:
- Too Good To Go
- Karma
- Giki Badges
- NoWaste: Food
inventory List



84 billion km 480 billion km

Variable

250 g 633 g44 g

Equivalent in distance
driven by car*

CO2 footprint per 1.5 liter
bottle cradle-to-cradle

CO2 Footprint total
bottled water

HighMediumLow

14 billion kg Co2  80 billion kg CO2 203 billion kg CO2

1.218 billion km

* Using 6 km / kg CO2 which is the average between US and Europe

Water

Substitute
plastic bottles

using reusable
canteens and

installing filters
in houses and

offices!



Mobility

From business travel:
- Encourage remote meetings (teleconference) instead of face-to-face meetings -
which will also save you money;
- Ask your staff to travel using means with reduced impact (e.g. by train rather
than plane, renting vehicles with reduced carbon impact; etc.).
From daily commuting:
- Encourage your staff to go to work biking or using public transports;
- When going to work by car, engage them in car sharing;
- Encourage teleworking 



Scientists
recommend
having a
temperature
between 18
C° and 22 C°
at home. 

At Shelter

Source: https://www.ovoenergy.com/guides/energy-guides/average-room-temperature.html



In office

Limit “reply all”;
Unsubscribe from the newsletter you are no longer interested in;
Talk in person rather than over email (complicated right now but hopefully will be better soon);
Eliminate vampire power: remember that ¼ of all residential energy consumption is used on
devices in idle power mode;
Unplug electronics, chargers, and appliances when not in use;
Set electronics to energy save mode; turn your monitor off when you step out;
Use a power strip to turn all devices off at once. Flipping the switch on your power strip has the
same effect as unplugging each socket from the wall, preventing phantom energy loss;
Go direct to the website page without using a searching engine.

Change your email habits:



Cowspiracy (2014) and Seaspiracy (2021)
A Life On Our Planet by David Attenborough (2020)
Kiss the Ground: Regenerative Agriculture (2020)
Public Trust by Patagonia Films (2020) 
Artifishal (2019)
Before the Flood (2016)
Catching the Sun (2015)
The true cost (2015)
Living On One Dollar (2013)
Chasing Ice (2012)
Gasland (2010)
No Impact Man (2009)

What to watch? 



Two more fair ideas...

You can plant or dedicate a tree with a single click. After
that, local farmers carry out the planting of new trees as

a result of the economical contribution of the users of
the platform.  

3Bee produces remote monitoring systems
for hives helping beekeepers with this
endangered species. 
It offers the possibility to adopt a beehive
and receive honey back.

TREEDOM

3Bee
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